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Financial innovations are a common explanation for the rise in credit card debt and bankruptcies. To
evaluate this story, we develop a simple model that incorporates two key frictions: asymmetric information
about borrowers’ risk of default and a fixed cost of developing each contract lenders offer. Innovations that
ameliorate asymmetric information or reduce this fixed cost have large extensive margin effects via the
entry of new lending contracts targeted at riskier borrowers. This results in more defaults and borrowing,
and increased dispersion of interest rates. Using the Survey of Consumer Finances and Federal Reserve
Board interest rate data, we find evidence supporting these predictions. Specifically, the dispersion of
credit card interest rates nearly tripled while the “new” cardholders of the late 1980s and 1990s had riskier
observable characteristics than existing cardholders. Our calculations suggest that these new cardholders
accounted for over 20% of the rise in bank credit card debt and delinquencies between 1989 and 1998.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Financial innovations are frequently cited as a key factor in the dramatic increase in households’
access to credit cards between 1980 and 2000. By making intensive use of improved information
technology, lenders were able to price risk more accurately and to offer loans more closely tailored
to the risk characteristics of different groups (Mann, 2006; Baird, 2007). The expansion in credit
card borrowing, in turn, is thought to be a key force driving the surge in consumer bankruptcy
filings and unsecured borrowing (Figure 1) over the past 30 years (White, 2007).
Surprisingly little theoretical work, however, has explored the implications of financial
innovations for unsecured consumer loans. We help fill this gap by developing a stylized
incomplete markets model of bankruptcy that illustrates several mechanisms via which improved
credit technology affects who has access to unsecured loans. To guide us in assessing the model’s
predictions, we document that many key innovations in the U.S. credit card industry occurred
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Figure 1
Aggregate facts.
Source: Livshits et al. (2010)

during the mid-1980s to the mid-1990s. This leads us to compare the model’s predictions
to cross-sectional data on the evolution of credit card debt and interest rates during these
years.
Our model incorporates two frictions that are key in shaping credit contracts: asymmetric
information about borrowers’ default risk, and a fixed cost of creating a credit contract. While
asymmetric information is a common element of credit models, fixed costs of contract design
have been largely ignored by the academic literature.1 This is surprising, as texts targeted at
practitioners document significant fixed costs. According to Lawrence and Solomon (2002), a
prominent consumer credit handbook, developing a consumer lending product involves selecting
the target market, designing the terms and conditions of the product and scorecards to assess
applicants, testing the product, forecasting profitability, and preparing formal documentation.
Even after the initial launch, there are ongoing overhead costs, such as regular reviews of the
product design and scorecards, as well as maintenance of customer databases, that vary little
with the number of customers. Finally, it is worth noting that fixed costs are consistent with the
observation that consumer credit contracts are differentiated but rarely individual-specific.
We incorporate these frictions into a two-period model that builds on the classic contribution
of Jaffee and Russell (1976). The economy is populated by a continuum of two-period lived
risk-neutral borrowers. Borrowers differ in their probabilities of receiving a high endowment
realization in the second period. To offer a lending contract, which specifies an interest rate,
a borrowing limit and a set of eligible borrowers, an intermediary incurs a fixed cost. When
designing loan contracts, lenders face an asymmetric information problem, as they observe a
noisy signal of a borrower’s true default risk, while borrowers know their type. There is free
entry into the credit market, and the number and terms of lending contracts are determined
endogenously. To address well-known issues related to existence of competitive equilibrium
with adverse selection, the timing of the lending game builds on Hellwig (1987). This leads

1. Notable exceptions to this are Allard et al. (1997) and Newhouse (1996), who show that fixed costs can support
pooling equilibria in insurance markets with a finite number of risk types.
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prospective lenders to internalize how their entry decisions impact other lenders’ entry and exit
decisions.
The equilibrium features a finite set of loan contracts, each “targeting” a specific pool of
risk types. The finiteness of contracts follows from the assumption that a fixed cost is incurred
per contract, so that some “pooling” is necessary to spread the fixed cost across multiple types
of borrowers. Working against larger pools is that these require a broader range of risk types,
leading to wider gaps between the average default rate and the default risk of the least risky pool
members. With free entry of intermediaries, these forces lead to a finite set of contracts for any
(strictly positive) fixed cost.
We use this framework to analyse the qualitative implications of three channels through
which financial innovations may have impacted credit card lending since the mid-1980s: (1)
reductions in the fixed cost of creating contracts, (2) increased accuracy of lenders’ predictions of
borrowers’ default risk, and (3) a reduced cost of lenders’ funds. As we discuss in Section 2, the
first two channels capture the idea that improvements in information technology reduced the cost
of designing loan contracts, and allowed lenders to price borrowers’ risk more accurately. The
third channel is motivated by the increased use of securitization (which reduced lenders’ costs of
funds) and by lower costs of servicing consumer loans following improvements in information
technology.
All three channels significantly impact the extensive margin of who has access to risky
loans. The measure of households offered risky loans depends on both the number of risky
contracts and the size of each pool. Intuitively, financial innovation makes the lending technology
more productive, which leads to it being used more intensively to sort borrowers into smaller
pools. Holding the number of contracts fixed, this reduces the number of households with risky
borrowing. However, improved lending technology makes the marginal contract more attractive to
borrowers by lowering the break-even interest rate. Thus, sufficiently large financial innovations
lead to the entry of new contracts, targeted at riskier types than those served by existing contracts.
In the model, the new contract margin dominates the local effect of smaller pools, so new contracts
increase the number of borrowers.
Aggregate borrowing and defaults are driven by the extensive margin, with more borrowers
leading to more borrowing and defaults. Changes in the size and number of contracts induced
by financial innovations increases the dispersion of interest rates, as rates for low-risk borrowers
decline while riskier borrowers gain access to high-rate loans. Smaller pools lower the average
gap between a household’s default risk and interest rate, leading to improved risk-based pricing.
This effect is especially pronounced when the accuracy of the lending technology improves, as
fewer high-risk borrowers are misclassified as low risk.
While all three channels are driven by a common information-intensive innovation in lending
technology, a natural question is whether they differ in predictions. One dimension along which
improved risk assessment differs from the other channels is the average default rate of borrowers.
On the one hand, whenever the number of contracts increases, households with riskier observable
characteristics gain access to risky loans. However, an increase in signal accuracy also reduces the
number of misclassified high-risk types offered loans targeted at low-risk borrowers, which lowers
defaults. In our numerical example, these effects roughly offset, so that improved risk assessment
leaves the average default rate of borrowers essentially unchanged. Another dimension along
which these channels differ is in their impact on overhead costs. While a decline in the fixed costs
leads to a decline in the overhead costs of borrowing, this is not so for the other channels. An
increase in signal accuracy and a fall in the cost of funds lead to an increase in overhead costs,
as more contracts are offered, each with its own fixed cost.
To evaluate the empirical relevance of our model, we examine changes in the distribution of
credit card debt and interest rates, primarily using data from the Survey of Consumer Finances
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(SCFs) from 1983 to 2004. We find the model predictions line up surprisingly well with trends
in the credit card market. Using credit card interest rates as a proxy for product variety, we find
that the number of different contracts tripled between 1983 and 2001. Even more strikingly,
the empirical density of credit card interest rates has become much “flatter”. While nearly 55%
of households in 1983 reported the same rate (18%), by the late 1990s no rate was shared by
more than 10% of households. This has been accompanied by more accurate pricing of risk, as
the relationship between observable risk factors and interest rates has tightened since the early
1980s.
Consistent with the model’s predictions, the jump in the fraction of households with a bank
credit card from 43% in 1983, to 56% in 1989 and 68% in 1998, entailed the extension of cards
to borrowers with riskier characteristics. Since the SCF is a repeated cross section, we build on
Johnson (2007) and use a probit regression of bank card ownership on household characteristics
in 1989 to identify “new” and ”existing” cardholders in 1998. The “new” cardholders have
riskier characteristics, being less likely to be married, less educated, and have lower income
and net worth—and higher interest rates and delinquency rates. Building on this exercise, we
conclude that the new cardholders account for roughly a quarter of the increase in credit card
debt from 1989 to 1998. We conduct a similar exercise to quantify the contribution of the
new cardholders to the rise in delinquencies (a proxy for increased bankruptcy risk). We find
that between a fifth and a third of the rise can be attributed to the extensive margin of new
cardholders.
Our empirical results on the quantitative importance of the extensive margin of new
cardholders for the rise in credit card debt and bankruptcy may surprise some. A widespread
view among economists is that the rise in bankruptcy was due primarily to either an intensive
margin of low-risk borrowers taking on more debt (e.g. Narajabad, 2012; Sanchez, 2012) or a
fall in the stigma of bankruptcy (Gross and Souleles, 2002). Interestingly, our empirical exercise
yields results for existing cardholders similar to those of Gross and Souleles (2002) who found
that the default probability, controlling for risk measures, of a sample of credit card borrowers
jumped between June 1995 and June 1997. Thus, our empirical findings suggest that the rise
in bankruptcy over the 1990s can be accounted for largely by the extensive margin and lower
“stigma”.
The model provides novel insights into competition in the credit card market. In an influential
paper,Ausubel (1991) argued that the fact that declines in the risk-free rate during the 1980s did not
lower average credit card rates was “... paradoxical within the paradigm of perfect competition”.
However, this episode is consistent with our competitive framework. A decline in the risk-free
rate makes borrowing more attractive, encouraging entry of new loan contracts that target riskier
borrowers. This pushes up the average risk premium, increasing the average borrowing rate.
Thus, unlike in the standard competitive lending model, the effect of a lower risk-free rate on
the average borrowing rate is ambiguous. Our extensive margin channel is related also to recent
work by Dick and Lehnert (2010). They find that increased competition, due to interstate bank
deregulation (possibly aided by the adoption of information technology), contributed to the rise
in bankruptcies. Our model provides a theoretical mechanism for their empirical findings. By
lowering barriers to interstate banking, deregulation expands market size, effectively lowering
the fixed cost of contracts. In our framework, this leads to the extension of credit to riskier
borrowers, resulting in more bankruptcies.
Our framework offers new insights into the debate over the welfare implications of financial
innovations. In our environment, financial innovations increase average (ex ante) welfare but are
not Pareto improving, as changes in the size of contracts result in some households being shifted
to higher interest rate contracts. Moreover, the competitive allocation in general is not efficient, as
it features more contracts and less cross-subsidization than would be chosen by a social planner
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who weights all households equally. This results in the financial sector consuming more resources
than is optimal.
This article is related to the incomplete market framework of consumer bankruptcy of
Chatterjee et al. (2007) and Livshits et al. (2007).2 Athreya (2004) and Livshits et al. (2010)
quantitatively evaluate alternative explanations for the rise in bankruptcies and borrowing. Both
papers conclude that changes in consumer lending technology, rather than increased idiosyncratic
risk (e.g. increased earnings volatility), are the main factors driving the rise in bankruptcies.3
Unlike this article, they abstract from how financial innovations change the pricing of borrowers’
default risk, and model financial innovation as a fall in the “stigma” of bankruptcy and a decline
in lenders’ cost of funds. Hintermaier and Koeniger (2009) find changes in the risk-free rate have
little impact on unsecured borrowing and bankruptcies.
Closely related in spirit is complementary work by Drozd and Nosal (2008), Athreya et al.
(2012), Narajabad (2012) and Sanchez (2012). Narajabad (2012), Sanchez (2012) and
Athreya et al. (2012) examine improvements in lenders’ ability to predict default risk. In these
papers, more accurate or cheaper signals lead to relatively lower risk households borrowing more
(i.e. an intensive margin shift), which increases their probability of defaulting. Drozd and Nosal
(2008) examine a fall in the fixed cost incurred by the lender to solicit potential borrowers,
which leads to lower interest rates and increased competition for borrowers. Our work differs
from these papers in several key respects. First, we introduce a novel mechanism which operates
through the extensive rather than intensive margin. Secondly, our tractable framework allows
us to derive closed-form solutions and thereby provides insights into the mechanism, while the
previous literature has focused on complex quantitative models. Thirdly, we document several
novel facts on the evolution of the credit card industry.
Also related to this article is recent work on how adverse selection influences consumer
credit. Adams et al. (2009) and Einav et al. (2012, 2013) find that subprime auto lenders face
moral hazard and adverse selection problems when designing the pricing and contract structure
of auto loans and that there are significant returns to improved technology to evaluate loan
applicants (credit scoring). Earlier work by Ausubel (Unpublished manuscript) also found that
adverse selection is present in the credit card market. Our article differs both in its focus on
financial innovations, and its incorporation of fixed costs of creating contracts.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 documents innovations in the
credit card industry since the 1980s, and Section 3 outlines the general model. In Section 4,
we characterize the set of equilibrium contracts, while Section 5 examines the implications of
financial innovations. Section 6 compares these predictions to data on U.S. credit card borrowing,
and Section 7 analyses the quantitative role of the extensive margin. Section 8 concludes.
Additional details on the theory and empirical analysis is provided in a Supplementary Appendix.

2. CREDIT CARD INDUSTRY: EVOLUTION AND DRIVING FORCES
We begin by summarizing key aspects of the credit card industry today and its recent evolution.
This examination of current industry practice plays a key role in shaping our modelling decisions
(described in Section 3), particularly in motivating the fixed costs of designing new credit
card contracts. Subsection 2.2 outlines some of the key innovations that reshaped the credit
industry over the 1980s and 1990s (summarized in Table 1), while Subsection 2.3 documents the

2. Chatterjee et al. (2008, 2010) formalize how credit histories support repayment of unsecured credit.
3. Moss and Johnson (1999) argue, based on an analysis of borrowing trends, that the main cause of the rise in
bankruptcies is an increase in the share of unsecured credit held by lower income households.
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TABLE 1
Credit card evolution timeline

Year

Innovation

Innovator

Monoline
Segmentation

MBNA
First Deposit Corporation
(later Providian)

Late 1980s

Use of proprietary
information
Experimentation

Non-bank entrants
(Sears, GM, and AT&T)
Signet (later Capital One)
R. Fairbank & N. Morris
AmEx (Optima card)

1988
1992

Risk-based
re-pricing

Specializes in offering credit cards nationally.
Target liquidity-constrained borrowers with
no-annual-fee cards with low minimum
payments, but high rates.
Use proprietary information on customers to
design products and target mispriced segments.
Design randomized experiments with
credit card terms to identify profitable segments.
Interest rates respond to borrower’s
payment behaviour.

Downloaded from http://restud.oxfordjournals.org/ at University Mannheim on January 13, 2017

1981
1984

Strategy

Sources: See text, Section 2.2.

improvements in computing and information technology that made possible an informationintensive approach to borrower risk assessment and contract design. The timing of these
innovations leads us to focus on comparing the model predictions with data from the late 1980s
and 1990s.

2.1. Credit cards and credit scorecards
Credit card lenders today offer highly differentiated cards that vary in pricing (i.e. the interest
rate, annual fees, and late fees) and other dimensions (e.g. affinity cards). This entails a dataintensive strategy that designs contracts tailored to specific market segments (e.g. see Punch,
1998). In practice, this typically involves a numerically intensive evaluation of the relationship
between borrowers’ characteristics and credit risk (using proprietary data and data purchased
from credit bureaus). Credit card companies also often undertake lengthy and costly experiments
with alternative contract terms.4
Central to this data-intensive approach to risk assessment is the use of specially developed
credit scorecards, whose design and use are outlined in numerous handbooks that provide
practitioners with detailed guides on their development (e.g. Lawrence and Solomon, 2002;
Mays, 2004; and Siddiqi, 2006). Each scorecard is a statistical model (estimated with historical
data) mapping consumer characteristics into repayment and default probability for a specific
product. Indeed, some large banks use 70–80 different scoring models in their credit card
operations, with each scorecard adapted to a specific product or market segment (McCorkell,
2002). This involves substantial costs; developing, implementing and managing a (single)
customized scorecard can cost from $40,000 to more than $100,000 (see Mays, 2004, p. 34).5
Custom scorecards are built in-house or developed by specialized external consultants (e.g.
Moody’s Analytics and Risk Management Services and Capital Card Services Inc.; Siddiqi,
2006). While developing scorecards entails significant fixed costs, the resulting automated system
reduces the cost of evaluating individual applicants (Federal Reserve Board, 2007).

4. Experiments involve offering contract terms to random samples from a target population and tracking borrowing
and repayment behaviour (often over 18–24 months). Based on these data, lenders adjust the terms and acceptance criteria
(Ausubel, Unpublished manuscript and Agarwal et al., 2010).
5. Customized scorecards are updated every few years to account for changes in the applicant population and
macroeconomic conditions. As a result, scorecard development requires recurring fixed costs.
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These scorecards are distinct from (and typically supplement) general-purpose credit scores,
such as FICO. While many lenders use FICO scores as an input to their credit evaluations,
it is typically only one piece of information used to evaluate an individual’s credit risk, and is
combined with a custom score based on borrower characteristics (with the score often conditioned
on the specific product terms). This reflects the limitation of general-purpose scores, which
are designed to predict default probabilities rather than expected recovery rates or expected
profitability of different borrowers for a specific contract. As a result, a customized score can
improve the accuracy of credit risk assessment for borrowers offered a specific product. The
estimation of scorecards often uses both lender specific information (e.g. from experiments or
client histories) and information purchased from credit bureaus, such as generic credit scores,
borrowers’ repayment behaviour, and borrowers’ debt portfolio (Hunt, 2006).
2.2. Evolution of the credit card industry
While the idea of systematically using historical data on loan performance to shape loan
underwriting standards dates back to Durand (1941), until recently consumer loan officers still
relied primarily upon “the 4Cs” (i.e. Character, Capacity, Capital, and Collateral; Smith, 1964).
This began to change in the late 1960s, as the emergence of credit cards and advances in computing
brought the development of application scoring models. Pioneered by Fair Isaac, these models
provided lenders with generic estimates of the likelihood of serious delinquency in the upcoming
year (Thomas, 2009).
By the 1980s, advancements in information technology paved the way for a revolution
in how consumer loans are assessed, monitored, and administered (Barron and Staten, 2003;
Evans and Schmalensee, 2005). With lower costs of computation and data storage, behavioural
scoring systems that incorporated payment and purchase information and information from credit
bureaus were developed, triggering the widespread adoption of credit scoring (Asher, 1994;
Engen, 2000; McCorkell, 2002; Thomas, 2009).6 These innovations are asserted to have played
a key role in the growth of the credit card industry (Johnson, 1992; Evans and Schmalensee,
2005), as credit scoring improved lenders’ ability to assess risk and lowered operating costs. This
was particularly important for credit card lenders, as they provide risky unsecured loans and face
operating costs of nearly 60% of total costs, compared to less than 20% of mortgage lending
(Canner and Luckett, 1992).
The 1980s saw new entrants such as MBNA, First Deposit, and Capital One build on these
advances to design credit card contracts for targeted segments of the population. Shortly after its
founding in 1981 as the first monoline credit card issuer (i.e. lender specializing in credit cards),
MNBA embarked on a strategy of data-based screening of targets and underwriting standards for
different credit card products (Staten and Cate, 2003). In 1984, First Deposit Corporation (which
later became Providian Financial Corporation) adopted a business model of developing analytic
methods of targeting card offers to mispriced demographic groups (i.e. groups with relatively low
default probabilities for that product; Nocera, 1994). Structured experimentation was pioneered
by Rich Fairbank and Nigel Morris in 1988. Initially working with a regional bank (Signet),
they used experiments which involved sending out offers for various products (i.e. credit cards
with different terms) to consumers to design differentiated credit products for individual market
segments (Clemons and Thatcher, 1998). This “test and learn” strategy was so successful that in
1994, Signet spun off their group as a monoline lender, Capital One, which became one of the

6. Fair Isaac and Company introduced a behaviour scoring system in 1975, a credit bureau score in 1981 and a
general-purpose FICO score in 1989. See http://www.fico.com/en/Company/Pages/history.aspx.
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largest U.S. credit card issuers. Capital One initiated the dynamic re-pricing of customer accounts,
a practice that required intensive ongoing analysis of customer data (Clemons and Thatcher,
2008).
This strategy of using quantitative methods and borrower data to design credit products
targeted at different groups of borrowers was adopted by other large banks and new monoline
lenders throughout the late 1980s and early 1990s.7 By the end of 1996, 42 large monoline
lenders accounted for 77% of the total outstanding credit card balances of commercial banks
(Federal Reserve Board, 1997). The shifting landscape led to changes in the pricing strategy of
credit card lenders, with companies such as AmEx introducing cards with different interest rates
based on customers’ risk.8 This resulted in declines (increases) in interest rates for lower (higher)
risk borrowers (Barron and Staten, 2003).9 The 1990s also saw non-bank lenders such as Sears
(Discover), GM, AT&T, and GE enter the credit card market to take advantage of proprietary data
on their customers.
While the changes in the credit card market are widely discussed, there is surprisingly little
quantitative documentation of the diffusion of new practices. To document the timing of the
diffusion of new lending technologies, we collected data on references to credit scoring in various
publications. Figure 2(a) plots normalized counts of the words “credit scoring” and “credit score”
in trade journals, the business press and academic publications.10 The figure shows a dramatic
rise in references to credit scoring in the professional press after 1987. Using GoogleScholar
to count mentions in Business, Finance, and Economics publications, we find a similar trend
(Figure 2(b)). Together, these measures paint a clear picture: credit scoring was negligible in the
1970s, picked up in the 1980s and accelerated in the mid 1990s.
Underlying factors

Thus far, we have documented key innovations in the credit card industry—the development of
customized scorecards and greater use of detailed borrower data to price borrower risk. Why did
these innovations take hold in the 1980s and 1990s? Modern credit scoring is a data-intensive
exercise that requires large data sets (of payment histories and borrower characteristics) and rapid
computing to analyse them (Giannasca and Giordani, 2013). Thus, technological improvements
in IT that shrunk the costs of data storage and processing were an essential prerequisite for the
development and widespread adoption of credit scoring (Asher, 1994; Engen, 2000; McCorkell,
2002).
The dramatic decline in IT costs in the second half of the 20th century is illustrated by the IT
price index constructed by Jorgenson (2001) (Figure 2(c)), and by data on the cost of computing
from Nordhaus (2007) (Figure 2(d)). Coughlin et al. (2004) report that the cost per MB of storage

7. A proxy for this diffusion is the fraction of large banks using credit scoring in loan approval, which rose from 50%
in 1988 to 85% in 2000 (American Bankers Association, 2000). Similarly, the fraction of large banks using fully automated
loan processing (for direct loans) increased from 12% in 1988 to nearly 29% in 2000 (American Bankers Association,
2000). While larger banks often customize their own scorecards, smaller banks adopted this technology by purchasing
scores from specialized providers (Berger, 2003).
8. In 1992, AmEx’s Optima card charged prime rate plus 8.25% from its new customers, prime plus 6.5% from
its best customers, and prime plus 12.25% from chronic late-payers (Canner and Luckett, 1992).
9. A similar finding holds for small business loans, where the adoption of credit scoring led to the extension of
credit to “marginal applicants” at higher interest rates (Berger et al., 2005). For another example of the adoption of small
business scoring models, see Paravisini and Schoar (2013).
10. More specifically, the figure displays the word count relative to the counts of the phrase “consumer credit.” This
normalization is necessary as the total number of printed words increased over time. See the Supplementary Appendix
for details.
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Figure 2
Changes in computing technology and credit scoring.

fell by a factor of roughly 100 between 1965 and the early 1980s, before falling even faster over
the next 20 years. Lower IT and data storage costs led to the digitization of consumer records in
the 1970s, in turn reducing the cost of developing and using credit scoring tools to assess risk
(Poon, 2011).
Another key development in the credit card industry involved how companies finance their
operations. Beginning in 1987, lenders began to securitize credit card receivables. Securitization
increased rapidly, with over a quarter of bank credit card balances securitized by 1991, and nearly
half by 2005 (Federal Reserve Board, 2006). This facilitated the growth of monolines, and helped
lower financing costs for some lenders (Furletti, 2002; Getter, 2008).
3. MODEL ENVIRONMENT
We build a stylized model to illustrate key mechanisms via which technological progress may
have expanded credit to riskier borrowers. We deliberately work with a simple environment so
as to highlight key forces and facilitate closed-form solutions for empirically relevant measures.
The model is a two-period small open economy populated by a continuum of borrowers,
who face a stochastic endowment in period 2. Markets are incomplete as only non-contingent
contracts can be issued. However, borrowers can default on contracts by incurring a bankruptcy
cost. Financial intermediaries can access funds at an (exogenous) risk-free interest rate r.
To capture key features of the credit card market described in Section 2, our stylized model
incorporates two additional features. First, financial intermediaries incur a fixed cost to design each
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financial contract (characterized by a lending rate, a borrowing limit and eligibility requirement
for borrowers). Secondly, lenders observe a (potentially) noisy signal of borrowers’ risk types.
In Section 5, we vary the magnitude of these two frictions to capture the impact of improved
information technology on the credit card industry.
3.1. People
Borrowers live for two periods and are risk-neutral, with preferences represented by:11
c1 +βEc2 .
Downloaded from http://restud.oxfordjournals.org/ at University Mannheim on January 13, 2017

Each household receives the same deterministic endowment of y1 units of the consumption
good in period 1. The second-period endowment, y2 , is stochastic taking one of two possible
values: y2 ∈ {yh ,yl }, where yh > yl .12 Households differ in their probability ρ of receiving the
high endowment yh . We identify households with their type ρ, which is distributed uniformly on
[a,1], a  0. While borrowers know their type, lenders do not observe it. However, upon paying
a fixed cost (discussed below), the lenders get a signal σ regarding a borrower’s type. With
probability α, this signal is accurate: σ = ρ. With probability (1−α), the signal is an independent
draw from the ρ distribution (U[a,1]).
1
, so that households want to borrow at the risk-free rate. Households’
We assume β < q̄ = 1+r
borrowing, however, is limited by their inability to commit to repayment.
3.2. Bankruptcy
There is limited commitment by borrowers who can choose to declare bankruptcy in period 2.
The cost of bankruptcy is the loss of fraction γ of the borrower’s second-period endowment.
Lenders do not recover any funds from defaulting borrowers.
3.3.

Financial market

Financial markets are competitive. Financial intermediaries can borrow at the exogenously given
interest rate r and make loans to borrowers. Loans take the form of one period non-contingent
bond contracts. However, the bankruptcy option introduces a partial contingency by allowing
bankrupts to discharge their debts.
Financial intermediaries incur a fixed cost χ to offer each non-contingent lending contract to
(an unlimited number of) households. Endowment-contingent contracts are ruled out (e.g. due to
non-verifiability of the endowment realization). A contract is characterized by (L,q,σ ), where L
is the face value of the loan, q is the per-unit price of the loan (so that qL is the amount advanced
in period 1 in exchange for a promise to pay L in period 2), and σ is a cut-off for which household
types qualify for the contract.
11. Linearity of the utility function allows a clean characterization of the unique equilibrium. Using Constant
Relative Risk Aversion (CRRA) preferences would complicate the analysis, as different types within a contract interval
could disagree about the optimal size of the loan (given the price). While introducing risk aversion would lose the
analytical tractability, we believe the main mechanism is robust as fixed costs create an incentive to pool different types
into contracts even with strictly concave utility functions.
12. While the assumption of two possible income realizations affords us a great deal of tractability (in part by
making it easy to rank individual risk types), the key mechanism we highlight carries over to richer environments. That
is, as the costs of advancing loans fall, contracts become more “specialized”, and lenders offer risky loans to new (and
riskier) borrowers.
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The fixed cost of offering a contract is the costs of developing a scorecard (discussed in
Section 2.1), which allows the lender to assess borrowers’ risk types. Thus, upon paying the fixed
cost χ , a lender gets to observe a signal σ of a borrower’s type, which is accurate (equal to ρ) with
probability α. While each scorecard is specific to a contract (that is, it informs a lender whether
a borrower’s σ meets a specific threshold σ ), the signal σ is perfectly correlated across lenders
(and is known to the borrower).13
In equilibrium, the bond price incorporates the fixed cost of offering the contract (so that the
equilibrium operating profit of each contract equals the fixed cost) and the default probability
of borrowers. Since no risk evaluation is needed for the risk-free contract (γ yl ,q,0), no fixed
cost is required.14 Households can accept only one loan, so intermediaries know the total amount
borrowed.
3.4. Timing
The timing of events is critical for supporting pooling across unobservable types in equilibrium
(see Hellwig, 1987). The key idea is that “cream-skimming” deviations are made unprofitable if
pooling contracts can exit the market in response.
1.a. Intermediaries pay fixed costs χ of entry and announce their contracts—the stage ends
when no intermediary wants to enter given the contracts already announced.
1.b Households observe all contracts and choose which one(s) to apply for (realizing that
some intermediaries may choose to exit the market).
1.c Intermediaries decide (using the scorecard) whether to advance loans to applicants or exit
the market.
1.d Lenders who chose to stay in the market notify qualified applicants.
1.e Borrowers who received loan offers pick their preferred loan contract. Loans are advanced.
2.a Households realize their endowments and make default decisions.
2.b Non-defaulting households repay their loans.
3.5.

Equilibrium

We study (pure strategy) Perfect Bayesian Equilibria of the extensive form game described in
Subsection 3.4. In the complete information case, the object of interest become Subgame Perfect
Equilibria, and we are able to characterize the complete set of equilibrium outcomes. In the
asymmetric information case, we characterize “pooling” equilibria where all risky contracts have
the same face value (i.e. equilibria that are similar to the full information equilibria). Details are
given in Section 4.2.
In all cases, we emphasize equilibrium outcomes (the set of contracts offered and accepted)
rather than the full set of equilibrium strategies. While the timing of the game facilitates existence
of pooling equilibria, it also makes a complete description of equilibrium strategies quite involved.
The key idea is that the timing allows us to support pooling in equilibrium by preventing “cream
skimming”—offering a slightly distorted contract which only “good” types would find appealing,

13. Consider, for example, a low-risk borrower who lives in a zip code with mostly high-risk consumers. If the zip
code is an input used for scorecards, all lenders will misclassify this borrower into a high-risk category (and the borrower
is aware of that). This mechanism also applies to high-risk borrowers with low-risk characteristics (e.g. long tenure with
their current employer or at their current address).
14. In an earlier version of the article, we treated the risk-free contract symmetrically. This does not change the key
model predictions, but complicates the exposition and computational algorithms.
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leaving the “bad” types with the incumbent contract. Allowing the incumbent to exit if creamskimming is attempted (at stage 1.c) preempts cream skimming, so long as the incumbent earns
zero profit on the contract. For tractability, we simply describe the set of contracts offered in
equilibrium.
An equilibrium (outcome) is a set of active contracts K∗ = {(qk ,Lk ,σ k )k=1,...,N } and
consumers’ decision rules κ(ρ,σ,K) ∈ K for each type (ρ,σ ) such that

Downloaded from http://restud.oxfordjournals.org/ at University Mannheim on January 13, 2017

1. Given {(qk ,Lk ,σ k )k=j } and consumers’ decision rules, each (potential) bank j maximizes
profits by making the following choice: to enter or not, and if it enters, it chooses contract
(qj ,Lj ,σ j ) and incurs fixed cost χ .
2. Given any K, a consumer of type ρ with public signal σ chooses which contract to accept
so as to maximize expected utility. Note that a consumer with public signal σ can choose
a contract k only if σ  σ k .
4. EQUILIBRIUM CHARACTERIZATION
We begin by examining the environment with complete information regarding households’ risk
types (α = 1). With full information, characterizing the equilibrium is relatively simple since
the public signal always corresponds to the true type. This case is interesting for several reasons.
First, this environment corresponds to a static version of recent papers (e.g. Chatterjee et al., 2007
and Livshits et al., 2007) which abstract from adverse selection. The key difference is that the
fixed cost generates a form of “pooling”, so households face actuarially unfair prices. Secondly,
we can analyse technological progress in the form of lower fixed costs. Finally, abstracting
from adverse selection helps illustrate the workings of the model. In Section 4.2, we show that
including asymmetric information leads to remarkably similar equilibrium outcomes. To simplify
the algebraic expressions, we set a = 0.15
4.1. Perfectly informative signals
In the full information environment, the key friction is that each lending contract requires a fixed
cost χ to create. Since each borrower type is infinitesimal relative to this fixed cost, lending
contracts have to pool different types to recover the cost of creating the contract. This leads to a
finite set of contracts being offered in equilibrium.
Contracts can vary along two dimensions: the face value L, which the household promises to
repay in period 2, and the per-unit price q of the contract. Our first result is that all possible lending
contracts are characterized by one of two face values. The face value of the risk-free contract
equals the bankruptcy cost in the low-income state, so that households are always willing to repay.
The risky contracts’face value is the maximum such that borrowers repay in the high-income state.
Contracts with lower face value are not offered in equilibrium since, if (risk-neutral) households
are willing to borrow at a given price, they want to borrow as much as possible at that price.
Formally:
Lemma 4.1. There are at most two loan sizes offered in equilibrium: A risk-free contract with
L = γ yl and risky contracts with L = γ yh .

15. The Supplementary Appendix reports the more general expressions. Since a acts solely as a scaling factor, it
does not affect the qualitative relationships characterized here—but is important when parameterizing the model to match
numerical moments.
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Risky contracts differ in their bond prices and eligibility criteria. Since the eligibility decision
is made after the fixed cost has been incurred, lenders are willing to accept any household who
yields non-negative operating profits. Hence, a lender offering a risky loan at price q rejects all
applicants with risk type below some cut-off ρ such that the expected return from the marginal
borrower is zero: qρL −qL = 0, where ρqL is the expected present value of repayment and qL is
the amount advanced to the borrower. This cut-off rule is summarized in the next Lemma:
Lemma 4.2. Every lender offering a risky contract at price q rejects an applicant iff the expected
profit from that applicant is negative. The marginal type accepted into the contract is ρ = qq .
Downloaded from http://restud.oxfordjournals.org/ at University Mannheim on January 13, 2017

This implies that the riskiest household accepted by a risky contract makes no contribution to
the overhead cost χ . We order the risky contracts by the riskiness of the clientele served by the
contract, from the least to the most risky.
Lemma 4.3. Finitely many risky contracts are offered in equilibrium. Contract n serves
borrowers in the interval [σ n ,σ n−1 ), where σ 0 = 1, σ n = 1−n γ2χ
yh q , at bond price qn = qσ n .
Proof. If a contract yields strictly positive profit (net of χ ), then a new entrant will enter, offering
a better price that attracts the borrowers from the existing contract. Hence, each contract n earns
zero profits in equilibrium, so that:


 σ
n−1
σ 2n−1 −σ 2n
χ=
q̄−(σ n−1 −σ n )qn .
(ρq−qn )Ldρ = L
2
σn
Using q
n = σ n q and L = γ yh from Lemmata 4.1 and 4.2, and solving
 for σ n , we obtain σ n =
2χ
σ n−1 − γ yh q̄ . Using σ 0 = 1 and iterating on σ n , gives σ n = 1−n γ2χ

yh q̄ .
Lemma 4.3 establishes that each contract serves an interval of borrower types of equal length,16
and that the measure pooled in each contract increases in the fixed cost χ and the risk-free
 interest

rate, and decreases in the bankruptcy punishment γ yh . If the fixed cost is so large that γ2χ
yh q̄ > 1,
then no risky loans are offered.
The number of risky contracts offered in equilibrium is pinned down by the households’
participation constraints. Given a choice between several risky contracts, households always
prefer the contract with the highest q. Thus, a household’s decision problem reduces to choosing
between the best risky contract they are eligible for and the risk-free contract. The value to type
ρ of contract (q,L) is
vρ (q,L) = qL +β [ρ(yh −L)+(1−ρ)(1−γ )yl ],
and the value of the risk-free contract is
vρ (q̄,γ yl ) = q̄γ yl +β [ρyh +(1−ρ)yl −γ yl ].
A household of type ρ accepts risky contract (q,L) only if vρ (q,L) ≥ vρ (q̄,γ yl ), which reduces to

γ yl
γ yl 
q  (q̄−β)
+β ρ +(1−ρ)
.
(4.1)
L
L
16. This result follows from the assumption of uniform distribution of types. With a non-uniform distribution,
contracts would serve intervals of different lengths.
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Note that the right-hand side of equation (4.1) is increasing in ρ. Hence, if the participation
constraint is satisfied for the highest type in the interval, σ n−1 , it will be satisfied for any household
with ρ < σ n−1 . Solving for the equilibrium number of contracts, N, thus involves finding the first
risky contract n for which this constraint binds for σ n−1 .
Lemma 4.4. The equilibrium number of contracts offered N, is the floor (i.e. the largest integer
not exceeding the ratio) of:


 
(yh −yl ) q̄−β 1+ γ2χ
yh q̄
.

2χ
[q̄yh −β(yh −yl )] γ yh q̄
Downloaded from http://restud.oxfordjournals.org/ at University Mannheim on January 13, 2017

If the expression is negative, no risky contracts are offered.
Proof. We need to find the riskiest contract for which the household at the top of the interval
participates: i.e. the largest n such that risk type σ n−1 prefers contract n to the risk-free contract.
Substituting for contract n in the participation constraint (4.1) of σ n−1 :
qn  (q̄−β)

yl
yl
+β σ n−1 +(1−σ n−1 )
yh
yh


Using qn = σ n q̄ and σ n = 1−n γ2χ
yh q from Lemma 4.3, and solving for n, this implies


 
(yh −yl ) q̄−β 1+ γ2χ
yh q̄
.
n

2χ
[q̄yh −β(yh −yl )] γ yh q̄

The set of equilibrium contracts is fully characterized by the following theorem, which follows
directly from Lemmata 4.1–4.4, and is illustrated in Figure 3(a).

Theorem 4.5. If (q̄−β)[yh −yl ] > q̄yh γ2χ
yh q̄ , then there exists N  1 risky contracts character
2χ
ized by: L = γ yh , σ n = 1−n γ yh q , and qn = qσ n . The number of risky contracts N is the floor of


 
(yh −yl ) q̄−β 1+ γ2χ
yh q̄

[q̄yh −β(yh −yl )] γ2χ
y q̄

. One risk-free contract is offered at price q̄ to all households with ρ < σ N .

h

4.2. Incomplete information
We now characterize equilibria with asymmetric information. We focus on “pooling” equilibria
which closely resemble the complete information equilibria of Section 4.1.17 These “pooling”
equilibria feature one risk-free contract with loan size L = γ yl and finitely many risky contracts
with L = γ yh , each targeted at a subset of households with sufficiently high public signal σ . We
are unable to prove that such an equilibrium always exists (we explain why later in this section).

17. In contrast, a “separating” equilibrium would include smaller risky “separating” loans targeted at mislabelled
borrowers who were misclassified into high-risk contracts. Note that our notion of “pooling” is not quite standard, as it
allows mislabelled types to decline the risky “pooling” loan they are offered, and join the risk-free loan pool.
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Figure 3
Illustration of equilibrium contracts.

However, in the numerical examples in Section 5, we always verify that the constructed allocation
is the unique equilibrium.
The main complication introduced by asymmetric information arises from mislabelled
borrowers. The behaviour of borrowers with incorrectly high public signals (σ > ρ) is easy to
characterize, since they always accept the contract offered to their public type. Customers with
incorrectly low public signals, however, may prefer the risk-free contract over the risky contract
for their public type. While this is not an issue in the best loan pool (as no customer is misclassified
downwards), the composition of riskier pools (and thus the pricing) may be affected by the “optout” of misclassified low-risk types. For each risky contract, denote ρ̂n the highest true type
willing to accept that contract over a risk-free loan. Using the participation constraints, we have:
ρ̂n =

qn yh −qyl
.
β(yh −yl )

(4.2)

Since ρ̂n is increasing in qn , lower bond prices result in a higher opt-out rate. Households who
decline risky loans (i.e. those with public signal σ ∈ [σ n ,σ n−1 ) and true type ρ > ρ̂n ) borrow via
the risk-free contract. Figure 3 illustrates the set of equilibrium contracts.
Despite this added complication, the structure of equilibrium loan contracts remain remarkably
similar to the full information case. As the following lemma establishes, the intervals of public
signals served by the risky contracts are of equal size.
Lemma 4.6. In a “pooling”
equilibrium, the interval of public types served by each risky

2χ
contract is of size θ = αqγ yh .
Proof. This result follows from the free entry and uniform type distribution assumptions. Consider
an arbitrary risky contract. For any public type σ , let Eπ(σ ) denote expected profits. Free entry
implies the contract satisfies the zero profit condition, so total profits from the interval of public
types between σ and σ +θ must equal χ :
 θ
0
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Recalling that the cut-off public type σ yields zero expected profits, this implies
 θ
(Eπ (σ +δ)−Eπ (σ ))dδ = χ .

(4.3)

0
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Imperfect information affects the difference in profitability between the public type (σ +δ) and
the cut-off type σ due to lower accuracy of the signal and through the “opt-out” margin. The latter
affects both the fraction of borrowers accepting the contract and the difference in the probability of
repayment between borrowers with signals (σ +δ) and σ . In our setting, these two opt-out margin
affects cancel each other out. The potential borrowers who opt out are those with incorrect signal
and true type ρ > ρ̂. Thus, the fraction of households that accept the contract is (α +(1−α)ρ̂),
which is the same for all public types within a contract. Hence:
Eπ(σ +δ)−Eπ (σ ) = (α +(1−α)ρ̂) Eπ (σ +δ|ρ < ρ̂)−Eπ (σ |ρ < ρ̂) .
The fraction of households accepting the contract also enters the additional repayment probability
from public type σ +δ over type σ , which is the probability that the signal is correct times the
αδ
. Hence:
difference in repayment rates: α+(1−α)
ρ̂

αδ
qγ yh = αδqγ yh .
α +(1−α)ρ̂


2χ
Using this in equation (4.3) yields 0θ αqγ yh δdδ = χ . It follows that θ = αqγ

yh .


Eπ(σ +δ)−Eπ (σ ) = (α +(1−α)ρ̂)

The expression for the length of the interval (of public types) served closely resembles the
complete information case in Lemma 4.3. The √
only difference is that less precise signals increase
the interval length by the multiplicative factor 1/α. This is intuitive, as the average profitability
of a type decreases as the signal worsens, and thus larger pools are needed to cover the fixed
cost. What is surprising is that the measure of public types targeted by each contract is the same,
especially since the fraction who accept varies due to misclassified borrowers opting out. As the
proof of Lemma 4.6 illustrates, this is driven by two effects that exactly offset each other: lowerranked contracts have fewer borrowers accepting, but make up for it through higher profit per
borrower.18 As a result, the profitability of a type (σ +δ) is the same across contracts (= αδqγ yh ).
As in the full information case, the number of risky contracts offered in equilibrium is pinned
down by the household participation constraints. Type ρ is willing to accept risky contract (q,L)
whenever vρ (q,L)  vρ (q̄,γ yl ). This also implies that if the n-th risky contract (qn ,γ yh ,σ n ) is
offered, then ρ̂n  σ n−1 . That is, no accurately labelled customer ever opts out of a risky contract
in equilibrium. Combining Lemma 4.6 with the zero marginal profit condition, one can derive a
relationship between the bond price and the cutoff public type for each contract. The next theorem
summarizes this result.
Theorem 4.7. Finitely many risky contracts are offered in a “pooling” equilibrium. The n-th
contract (qn ,γ yh ,σ n ) serves borrowers with public signals in the interval [σ n ,σ n−1 ), where

2χ
σ 0 = 1, and σ n = 1−n αqγ
yh . The bond price qn solves
q̄σ n α = qn α +(1−α)ρ̂n − q̄(1−α)

(ρ̂n )2
,
2

18. This result relies on our specific assumptions. For example, it would not hold with a different specification of
the mapping between signals and true types or if borrowers were risk averse.
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where ρ̂n is given by equation (4.2). If the participation constraints
of mislabelled borrowers do

not bind (ρ̂n = 1), this simplifies to qn = q ασ n +(1−α) 12 .
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To verify that this “pooling” allocation is an equilibrium, we need to rule out the possibility
of profitable entry of new (separating) contracts. Specifically, one needs to rule out “cream
skimming” deviations targeted at borrowers whose public signals are lower than their true type.
Such deviation contracts necessarily involve smaller loans offered at better terms, since public
types that are misclassified downwards must prefer them to the risk-free contract and true types
must prefer the risky contract they are eligible for. In the numerical examples, we computationally
verify that such deviations are not profitable. The fixed cost plays an essential role, as it forces a
potential entrant to “skim” enough people to cover the fixed cost. See Appendix A for a detailed
description of the possible deviation and verification procedure.
If these deviations are not profitable, then “pooling” is the unique equilibrium. Given our
timing assumptions, the existence of a “separating” equilibrium would rule out the “pooling”
equilibrium, since “separating” is preferred by the best customers (highest ρ’s). Uniqueness
within the class of “pooling” equilibria follows from the same argument given for the complete
information case in Section 4.1.
5. IMPLICATIONS OF FINANCIAL INNOVATIONS
In this section, we analyse the model implications for three channels through which financial
innovations could impact consumer credit: (1) a decline in the fixed cost χ , (2) a decrease in the
cost of loanable funds q̄, and (3) an improvement in the accuracy of the public signal α. We find
that all three channels affect the extensive margin of who has access to credit. “Large enough”
innovations lead to more credit contracts, access to risky loans for higher risk households, more
disperse interest rates, more borrowing, and defaults.19
Although most of these results are theoretical, we also use a numerical example to graphically
illustrate key results and to offer insights where we lack analytical results. Specifically, we choose
parameters to match the default rate (0.8%), the fraction of people with credit card debt (37%)
and the debt-to-income ratio (9%) at the end of the 1990s.20 The associated parameters are
β = 0.94,γ = 0.25,a = 0.9,yH = 30,yL = 10, with a safe interest rate of 4% and χ = 0.000025.21
5.1. Decline in the fixed cost
It is widely agreed that lower information processing costs have facilitated the increased use of
data-intensive analysis to design credit scorecards for new credit products (McNab and Taylor,
2008). In our model, this corresponds to lower fixed costs, χ. We thus explore how the equilibrium
described in Section 4 varies with chi. For simplicity, we focus on the full information case (α = 1).
A decline in the fixed cost of creating a contract, χ , impacts both the
 measure served by each
contract and the number of contracts. Since each contract is of length

2χ
γ yh q , holding the number

19. A practical check of “large enough” is whether the number of contracts changes. Our discussion of the empirical
evidence in Section 6 thus begins with this question.
20. These targets are taken from Figure 1 and Table 3. We wish to emphasize that given the stylized nature of the
model, this is not intended as a serious numerical exercise but rather as an illustrative tool.
21. We set a = 0.9 to limit the default risk of the worst types, which is needed to match the empirical targets. For
simplicity of presentation, we continue to omit the a from our algebraic discussion in this section. See Section 4 of the
Supplementary Appendix for the corresponding equations with a.
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A

Figure 4
Varying the fixed cost.

of contracts fixed, a reduction in χ reduces the total measure of borrowers. However, a large
enough decline in the fixed cost lowers the borrowing rates for (previously) marginal borrowers
enough that they prefer the risky to the risk-free contract. This increase in the number of contracts
introduces discontinuous jumps in the measure of risky borrowers (Figure 4A and B). Globally,
the increase in the number of contracts dominates, so the measure of risky borrowers increases.
This follows from Theorem 4.5, as the measure of risky borrowers is bounded by:
⎛

 ⎤

 

2χ
2χ
(y
−y
)
q̄−β
1+
(y
−y
)(q̄−β)−
q̄y
h
l
h
l
h
γ yh q̄
2χ
γ yh q̄
⎜
⎥
1−σ N = N
∈⎝
,
⎦ ; (5.1)
q̄yh −β(yh −yl )
γ yh q
q̄yh −β(yh −yl )
where both the left and the right boundaries of the interval decrease in χ .
Since all risky loans have the same face value L = γ yh , variations in χ affect credit aggregates
primarily through the extensive margin of how many households are eligible. The default rate
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and total risky debt depend on the measure of risky borrowers:
Defaults =

Debt =

N


 1

σ2
1
(1−ρ)dρ = −σ N + N ;
2
2
σN

(σ n−1 −σ n )qj L = (1−σ N )L

n=1

q1 + q̄σ N
.
2

(5.2)

(5.3)

As Figures 4B and C illustrate, changes in χ that increase the number of contracts (and thus total
borrowers), also increase total debt and defaults. Formally:
Downloaded from http://restud.oxfordjournals.org/ at University Mannheim on January 13, 2017

Theorem 5.1. If a fall in χ (or a rise in q̄) results in a decrease in σ N , then debt and defaults
increase, as long as the equilibrium remains interior (in the sense that σ N −θ > 0).
Proof. Differencing equation (5.3), the change in debt level can be expressed as
Debt =



L
(1−σ N )( q1 +σ N q̄)− σ N q1 + q1 −(q̄+ q̄)(1−(σ N + σ N )) .
2

The first term is positive, since a rise in q̄ implies q1 > 0 and q̄ > 0, and a fall in χ implies
q1 > 0 and q̄ = 0. Since σ N < 0, we need to establish that
 the term multiplying σ N is
non-negative. Since q1 = q̄(1−θ ), this term reduces to (q̄+ q̄) σ N + σ N −(θ + θ) , which
is positive for an interior equilibrium. The rise in defaults follows from equation (5.2). 
Since new contracts extend credit to riskier borrowers, the amount borrowed, qn L, for a new
contract is lower than for an existing contract. Hence, the amount borrowed rises less quickly
than the measure of borrowers. Conversely, this also causes total defaults to increase faster than
the number of borrowers (see Figure 4C).
The shrinking of each contract interval lowers the gap between the average default rate in
each pool and each borrower’s default risk, leading to more accurate risk-based pricing. As the
number of contracts increases, interest rates become more disperse with the extension of credit
to riskier borrowers at high(er) rates, while rates on existing contracts fall (Figure 4E). The
rise in dispersion means that the impact of lower χ on the average lending rate is less easily
σ +σ
characterized. Note that the average bond price can be rewritten as qavg = q̄ 1 2 N . Since a fall
in χ which leaves the number of contracts fixed increases σ N and σ 1 , the local effect of lower
χ is a higher average bond price. So long as the entry of new contracts result in σ N declining by
more than σ 1 increases, as is the case in the example, bond prices decline with large changes in
χ.
A fall in χ results in a less than proportional fall in overhead costs since it lowers the measure
served byeach contract. This can be seen from the expression for fixed costs per borrower


χ γ yh q
, which implies an elasticity with respect to χ of one half. The response of overheads
2
 √

q̄
relative to total debt q √χ2γ
is somewhat less easily signed. However, as long as the average
y
avg

h

interest rate does not move much, as is the case in our example, overhead costs also fall by roughly
half the percentage fall in χ (see Figure 4F). The example also illustrates that even small changes
in overhead costs relative to loans are consistent with significant extensive margin changes.
This discussion highlights a novel mechanism via which interstate bank deregulation could
impact consumer credit markets. In our model, an increase in market size is analogous to a
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lower χ , since what matters is the ratio of the fixed cost to the measure of borrowers. Thus, the
removal of geographic barriers to banking across geographic regions, which effectively increases
the market size, acts similarly to a reduction in χ and results in the extension of credit to riskier
borrowers. This insight is interesting given recent work by Dick and Lehnert (2010), who find
that interstate bank deregulation (which they suggest increased competition) was a contributing
factor to the rise in consumer bankruptcies. Our model suggests that deregulation may have led
to more bankruptcies not by increasing competition per se, but by facilitating increased market
segmentation by lenders that led to the extension of credit to riskier borrowers.22
5.2. Decline in the risk-free rate
Downloaded from http://restud.oxfordjournals.org/ at University Mannheim on January 13, 2017

Another channel through which financial innovations may have affected consumer credit is by
lowering lenders’ cost of funds, either via securitization or lower costs of loan processing. To
explore this channel, we vary the risk-free interest rate in the perfect information (i.e. α = 1)
version of the model.
The effect of a decline in the risk-free rate on the number of borrowers resembles a fall in fixed
costs. Intuitively, lower lending costs makes the fixed cost smaller relative to the amount borrowed
(qn L) which induces smaller pools. Sufficiently large declines in the risk-free rate increase the
bond price of the marginal risky contract by enough that borrowers prefer it to the risk-free
contract. Since both bounds in equation (5.1) are increasing in q̄, the measure of borrowers with
risky loans rises in the number of contracts.23 It follows from Theorem 5.1 that total debt and
bankruptcies also rise.
σ +σ
The direct effect of the lower costs of funds on the average borrowing interest rate (q̄ 1 2 N )
is offset by the change in the composition of borrowers and increased overhead costs. For
each existing contract, smaller pools amplify a fall in q̄ by lowering the average default
rate. Since new contracts have higher interest rates, the dispersion of interest rates rises. This
extension of credit to riskier borrowers means the global impact of a lower cost of funds is
ambiguous.
This comparative static offers interesting insights into the debate over competition in the U.S.
credit card market. In an influential paper, Ausubel (1991) documented that the decline in risk-free
interest rates in the 1980s did not result in lower average credit card rates. This led some to claim
that the credit card industry was imperfectly competitive. In contrast, Evans and Schmalensee
(2005) argued that measurement issues associated with fixed costs of lending and the expansion
of credit to riskier households during the late 1980s implied that Ausubel’s observation could
be consistent with a competitive lending market. Our model formalizes this idea, and our
example illustrates that a fall in the risk-free rate can leave the average rate largely unchanged
(Figure 5C).24
Unlike a fall in χ , the shrinking of each contract length induced byhigher
overhead

√ q̄ increases
χ
q̄
costs per borrower. The response of overheads relative to total debt q √2γ y depends on the
avg

h

shift in average rates relative to q̄. For a fixed number of contracts, an increase in q̄ lowers the
average interest rate, so overhead costs fall relative to loans. However, the entry of a new contract
leaves the change of the average rate ambiguous. In the example (Figure 5D), the addition of new

22. Bank deregulation and improved information technology may explain the increased role of large credit card
providers who offer cards nationally, whereas early cards were offered by regional banks.
23. See proof in the Supplementary Appendix, Section 4.
24. Brito and Hartley (1995) formalize a closely related mechanism, but with an exogenously fixed number of
contracts (risk categories), whereas in our model entry of new new contracts plays a key role.
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Figure 5
Varying the interest rate.

contracts results in little variation in the average interest rate, so that a fall in the cost of funds
(increase in q̄) results in higher overhead costs as a percentage of debt.
5.3. Improvements in signal accuracy
The last channel we consider is an improvement in lenders’ ability to assess borrowers’ default
risk. This is motivated by the improvement of credit evaluation technologies (see Section 2),
which maps naturally into an increase in signal accuracy, α. We extend our numerical example to
include noisy signals (Figure 6), where we vary the fraction of people with a correct signal from
0.85 to 0.99.
The numerical example plays a more central role with adverse selection. The reason is that
we can only verify existence and uniqueness of equilibrium numerically (i.e. given parameter
values). However, our theoretical arguments below hold conditional on the existence of the
“pooling” equilibrium.
Variations in signal accuracy (α) impact who is offered and who accepts risky loans. As in
Sections 5.1 and 5.2, the measure offered a risky loan depends upon the
number
 and “size” of each
2χ
contract. From Theorem 4.7, the measure eligible for each contract
αqγ yh is decreasing in α.
Intuitively, higher α makes the credit technology more productive, which results in it being used
more intensively to sort borrowers into smaller pools. Higher α also pushes up bond prices (qn )
by lowering the number of misclassified high-risk types eligible for each contract. This results
in fewer misclassified low-risk households declining risky loans, narrowing the gap between
the measure accepting versus offered risky loans (Figure 6A). A sufficiently large increase in α
raises the bond price of the marginal risky contract enough that it is preferred to the risk-free
contract, resulting in a new contract being offered. Globally, the extensive margin of the number
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Figure 6
Varying the signal accuracy.

of contracts dominates, so the fraction of the population offered a risky contract increases with
signal accuracy.
More borrowers leads to an increase in debt. The entry of a new contract involves the extension
of credit to higher risk (public) types, which increases defaults (Figure 6C). However, the impact
of higher α on the default rate of borrowers is more nuanced, as the extension of credit to riskier
public types is partially offset by fewer misclassified high-risk types. These offsetting effects can
be seen in the expression for total defaults:





N 


ρ̂j2
1−σ 2N
Defaults = α 1−σ N −
σ j−1 −σ j ρ̂j −
+(1−α)
.
2
2
j=1


 


Correctly Classified
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As α increases, the rise in the number of contracts (N) lowers σ N , which leads to more defaults
by correctly classified borrowers. However, higher α also lowers the number of misclassified
borrowers, who are riskier on average than the correctly classified. In our example, this results in
the average default rate of borrowers varying little in response to α, so that total defaults increase
proportionally to the total number of (risky) borrowers.
Figure 6F shows that interest rates fan out as α rises, with the minimum declining while the
highest rises. This again reflects the offsetting effects of improved risk assessment. By reducing
the number of misclassified borrowers, default rates for existing contracts decline, which lowers
the risk premium and thus the interest rate. The maximum interest rate, in contrast, rises (globally)
since increases in α lead to new contracts targeted at riskier borrowers. Overall, higher α leads to
a tighter relationship between individual default risk and borrowing interest rates. Finally, since
the average default rate in the example for borrowers is relatively invariant to α, so is the average
risk premium (and thus the average interest rate).
Total overhead costs (as a percentage of risky borrowing) increase with α (Figure 6E), which
reflects more intensive use of the lending technology induced by its increased accuracy. As a
consequence, equating technological progress with reduced cost of lending can be misleading,
since technological progress (in the form of an increase in α) may increase overhead costs.
Financial innovations and welfare

The welfare effects of the rise in consumer borrowing and bankruptcies, and financial innovations
in general, are much debated (Athreya, 2001; Tufano, 2003). In our model, financial innovations
improve ex ante welfare, as the gains from increased access to credit outweigh higher default
costs and overhead lending costs.25 However, financial innovations are not Pareto improving, as
some borrowers are disadvantaged ex post.
The natural welfare measure in our model is the ex ante utility of a borrower before their
type (ρ,σ ) is realized. Since utility is linear in consumption,
 the equally weighted social
welfare function is the weighted sum of aggregate consumption Ct = 01 ct (i)di in both periods:
Welfare = C1 +βC2 . In the perfect information case, this can be expressed as:

2χ
(5.5)
(yh −yl )q̄γ −χ (N +N 2 )
γ yh q





yh −yl 1
2χ
1
2 2χ
+β
− γ (yl +yh )+
1−2N
+N
γ (yh −yl ) .
2
2
2
γ yh q
γ yh q

Welfare = q̄γ yl +N

The impact of an innovation that lowered χ or the cost of funds (which increases q) to induce
the entry of an additional contract is intuitive, as borrowers who switch from the risk-free to
risky contracts benefit (otherwise they would not switch). The “local” welfare effects are less
straightforward, as financial innovations both reduce access to risky borrowing (which lowers
welfare) and lower risky borrowing rates (which increase welfare). Reduced access, however, has
a small welfare effect, since the marginal borrowers (who lose access) are (relatively) risky types.
As a result, their loss is largely offset by a lower average default premium which reduces other
borrowers’ interest rates. Overall, this means that the direct effect of innovation on borrowing

25. Our analysis abstracts from indirect channels, such as increased consumer borrowing crowding out investment
(e.g. Li and Sarte, 2006), which could impact the net gains from innovation.
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rates dominate (see Appendix B for the formal theorems and proofs). A similar trade-off holds
for innovations which increase the accuracy of signals, and in our numerical example welfare is
monotonically increasing in α (Figure 6F).26
While financial innovations increase ex ante welfare, they are not Pareto improving as they
generate both winners and losers ex post (i.e. once people know their type (ρ,σ )). When the
contract intervals shrink, the worst borrowers in each contract (those near the bottom cut-off σ n )
are pushed into a higher rate contract. Thus, these borrowers always lose (locally) from financial
innovation. While this effect holds with and without asymmetric information, improved signal
accuracy adds an additional channel via which innovation creates losers. As α increases, some
borrowers who were previously misclassified with high public signal become correctly classified,
and face higher interest rates. Conversely, borrowers who were previously misclassified “down”
benefit from better borrowing terms as do (on average) correctly classified risk types.
Although financial innovations are welfare improving, the competitive equilibrium allocation
is not constrained efficient.27 Formally, we consider the problem of a social planner who
maximizes the ex ante utility of borrowers before types (ρ,σ ) are realized, subject to the
technological constraint that each (risky) lending contract offered incurs fixed cost χ .28 The
constrained efficient allocation features fewer contracts, each serving more borrowers, than the
competitive equilibrium. Rather than using the zero expected profit condition to pin down the
eligibility set (Proposition 4.2), the planner extends the eligibility set of each contract to include
borrowers who deliver negative expected profits while making the best type (within the contract
eligibility set) indifferent between the risky contract and the risk-free contract (i.e. equation (4.1)
binds). Since this allocation “wastes” fewer resources on fixed costs, average consumption is
higher.
This inefficiency is analogous to the business stealing effect of entry models with fixed costs
where the competitive equilibrium suffers from excess entry (Mankiw and Whinston, 1986).29
Borrowers would like to commit to larger pools with greater cross-subsidization ex ante (before
their type is realized); but ex post some borrowers prefer the competitive contracts. This highlights
the practical challenge of improving upon the competitive allocation, as any such policy would
make some borrowers worse off and essentially requires a regulated monopolist lender.
6. COMPARING THE MODEL PREDICTIONS TO THE DATA
In this section, we ask whether the empirical evidence is consistent with three key model
predictions of the effect of financial innovation: (1) an increase in the number of credit contracts,
(2) increased access to borrowing for riskier borrowers, and (3) an increase in risk-based pricing.30
Motivated by the evidence in Section 2, we focus on developments in the credit card market
between the mid-1980s and 2000. Subsection 6.1 documents a surge in the number of credit card

26. The lack of a closed form expression for the measure of (lower risk) types offered a risky contract who decline
precludes general theorems.
27. This contrasts with the constrained efficiency result in Allen and Gale (1988). The key difference between their
model and ours arises from the option to pool multiple borrowers to cover the fixed cost of issuing a loan (security). In
our model, the inefficiency arises from the creation of too many (i.e. inefficiently small) pools, which does not occur in
Allen and Gale (1988) as pooling is ruled out.
28. See the Supplementary Appendix for the explicit representation.
29. Since borrowers are risk-neutral there are no direct welfare gains from increased ex post cross-subsidization
across borrowers. Thus, the inefficiency differs from the standard mechanism in competitive equilibria with adverse
selection due to inefficient risk-sharing, as in Prescott and Townsend (1984).
30. The underlying model-implied changes result from an increase in α, a decrease in χ or lower cost of funds
sufficiently large to increase the number of contracts offered.
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TABLE 2
Credit card interest rates, SCF
Year
1983
1995
1998
2001
2004

No. of Rates
All Households
76
143
138
224
212

No. of Rates
(Households with B>0)
58
130
125
168
162

CV
All HH
0.20
0.29
0.32
0.36
0.56

CV
(HH with B>0)
0.19
0.31
0.35
0.39
0.56

Source: Authors’ calculations based on SCF.
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products during this period. In subsection 6.2 we show that the rise in the fraction of households
with access to credit involved the extension of cards to riskier borrowers. Finally, subsection 6.3
outlines evidence of an increase in risk-based pricing since the late 1980s. Our conclusion is that
these key model predictions are broadly consistent with the timing of the changes in the credit
card industry documented in Section 2.

6.1. Increased number of consumer credit contracts
In our model, more contracts manifest as an increase in the number of different interest rates
offered and a larger spread between the average and maximum rates. We find a similar trend in
the data: the number of different credit card interest rates offered to consumers has increased, the
distribution (across borrowers) has become more dispersed and the gap between the average and
maximum rate has risen.
We use data from the SCF on the interest rate paid on credit cards to count the number
of different interest rates reported. The second and third columns of Table 2 show that the
number of different interest rates reported nearly tripled between 1983 and 2004.31 This has
been accompanied by increased dispersion across households as the coefficient of variation (CV)
also nearly tripled.32
Comparing the empirical density of interest rates demonstrates this point even more clearly.
Figure 7 displays the fraction of households reporting different interest rates in the SCF for 1983
and 2001. It is striking that in 1983 more than 50% of households faced a rate of exactly 18%.
The 2001 distribution (and other recent years) is notably “flatter” than that of 1983, with no rate
reported by more than 12% of households.
We also find increased dispersion in borrowing interest rates from survey data collected from
banks by the Board of Governors on credit card interest rates and 24-month consumer loans.33
As can be seen from Figure 8(a), the CV for 24-month consumer loans was relatively constant
throughout the 1970s, then started rising sharply in the mid-1980s.Asimilar increase also occurred

31. This likely understates the increase in variety, as Furletti (2003) and Furletti and Ody (2006) argue credit card
providers make increased use of features such as annual fees and purchase insurance to differentiate their products, while
Narajabad (2012) documents increased dispersion in credit limits.
32. Since we are comparing trends in dispersion of a variable with a changing mean (due to lower risk-free rates),
we report the CV instead of the variance of interest rates.
33. We use data from the Quarterly Report of Interest Rates on Selected Direct Consumer Installment Loans (LIRS)
and the Terms of Credit Card Plans (TCCP). See the Supplementary Appendix for more details. Since each bank can
report only one (the most common) interest rate this likely understates the increase in options.
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Figure 7
Histogram of interest rates for delinquents versus non-delinquents.
Source: Authors’ calculations based on SCF. Each bin spans one percentage point, and aggregates different interest rates
within this range.

in credit cards.34 The rise in dispersion has been accompanied by an increased spread between
the lowest and highest interest rates. Moreover, despite a decline in the average (nominal) interest
rate, the maximum rate charged by banks has actually increased (Figure 8(b)).

34. While credit card interest rates is the better measure for our purposes, this series begins in 1990. However, since
the two series move largely in parallel, we view the evidence from the 24-month consumer loans as indicative.
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TABLE 3
Percent of households with bank credit card, by income quintile
(a) Own a card
Quintile

1983

1989

1992

1995

1998

2001

2004

1
2
3
4
5
All

0.11
0.27
0.41
0.57
0.79
0.43

0.19
0.40
0.61
0.77
0.89
0.56

0.25
0.54
0.64
0.80
0.91
0.62

0.29
0.55
0.72
0.84
0.95
0.66

0.29
0.59
0.73
0.86
0.96
0.68

0.37
0.66
0.79
0.88
0.95
0.73

0.37
0.62
0.77
0.88
0.96
0.71

(b) Own a card and carry a balance
1983

1989

1992

1995

1998

2001

2004

1
2
3
4
5
All

0.04
0.13
0.24
0.32
0.37
0.22

0.08
0.18
0.37
0.45
0.41
0.29

0.11
0.29
0.39
0.47
0.38
0.33

0.16
0.32
0.41
0.51
0.46
0.37

0.17
0.33
0.42
0.52
0.42
0.37

0.22
0.40
0.49
0.47
0.37
0.39

0.23
0.38
0.49
0.50
0.43
0.40
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Quintile

Source: SCFs, bank cards only.

6.2. Increased access to risky loans for riskier borrowers
The extensive margin plays a central role in the model as improvements in the lending technology
generate an extension of loans to riskier borrowers. The increase in the number of households
with a bank credit card is clear: the fraction of households with a bank credit card jumped from
43% in 1983 to 68% in 1998 (panel (a) of Table 3). If anything, the increase in those borrowing
was more pronounced. While only 22% of households carried a balance in 1983, by 1998 37%
were borrowing (panel (b) of Table 3).35 This supports the narrative of a “democratization of
credit” in the 1980s and 1990s.
Were the new credit card holders of the 1980s and 1990s riskier than the typical credit card
holder of the early 1980s? A direct—but rough—proxy for risk is household income. Table 3
shows that the rise in card ownership and borrowing was largest in the middle and lower middle
income quintiles, where bank card ownership (borrowing on) rose by roughly 30 (20) percentage
points between 1983 and 1998.36 The increase in access for lower income households has been
accompanied by a significant increase in their share of total credit card debt outstanding. Figure 8
plots the cdf for the share of total credit card balances held by various percentiles of the earned
income distribution in 1983 and 2004.37 The fraction of debt held by the bottom 30% (50%)
of earners nearly doubled from 6.1% (16.8%) in 1983 to 11.2% (26.6%) in 2004. Given that
total credit card debt rose, this implies that lower income households’ credit card debt increased
significantly.

35. A similar pattern holds if one includes only households with a significant balance, see the
Supplementary Appendix for details.
36. The increased access of lower income households to credit card debt is well established, see, e.g. Bird et al.
(1999), Black and Morgan (1999), Durkin (2000), Kennickell et al. (2000), Lyons (2003), and Fellowes and Mabanta
(2007).
37. Earned income is defined as the sum of wages, salaries, income from professional practice, business, limited
partnerships and farms, and unemployment and worker’s compensation.
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(c) CDF Credit Card Borrowing versus Earned Income
Figure 8
Contract variety, based on data from SCF, TCCP, and LIRS.
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An alternative approach is to directly examine changes in the risk characteristics of those who
gained access to bank credit cards between 1989 and 1998.38 As the fraction of households with
a bankcard rose from 57% in 1989 to 69.5% in 1998 (Table 4), we divide the 1998 cardholders
into two groups: “new” cardholders (who account for 12.5%) and ”existing” cardholders (who
account for the remaining 57%).39
Since the SCF is a repeated cross section, not a panel, we require a procedure to identify “new”
from “existing” cardholders. Following the approach of Johnson (2007), we estimate the mapping
from household characteristics to card ownership in 1989 and then use this mapping to identify
“existing” borrowers in 1998.40 Specifically, we first estimate a probit of bank card ownership
in 1989 on household demographic, debt and income variables as well as dummy variables for
relatively high (or low) debt service ratios (DSR) or liquid asset holdings.41 Using the 1989
regression coefficients (reported in the Supplementary Appendix) and household characteristics
in the 1998 SCF, we compute the predicted probability of card ownership for each household. We
then order the 1998 bank cardholders and label those with the highest probabilities (up to 57%)
“existing” and the remaining 12.5% “new cardholders.”42
Table 4 reports the means for several relevant household characteristics of cardholders and
non-cardholders. In the 1989 (and 1998) SCF, bank cardholders were older, more educated,
more likely to be married, and had much higher incomes and net worth than non-cardholders.
They also had higher debts and debt payments relative to income, but were less likely to have
been delinquent. The “new” bank cardholders identified by our procedure more closely resemble
non-cardholders than cardholders. They are less likely to be married, have less education, lower
income, and lower net worth than the typical cardholder. Given that these characteristics are
associated with higher risks of default (e.g. see Moorman and Garasky, 2008 and Agarwal et al.,
2011), it is not surprising that the “new” cardholders face higher borrowing interest rates and
have much higher delinquency rates.43
The new cardholders play a significant role in the rise in credit card borrowing. Using SCF
data, we find that new cardholders accounted for roughly a quarter of the total rise of credit card
debt. This is notable as they accounted for only a fifth of all borrowers (12.5/57) and had much
lower average income than existing cardholders. The remainder of the rise was driven by the
existing cardholders, whose average balance rose by roughly 60% (in 1998 dollars) from 1989 to

38. We choose 1989 and 1998 for three reasons. First, since 1989 the SCF asks whether households were at least
60 days late on a bill payment, which we use as a proxy for households at higher risk of bankruptcy. Secondly, the largest
rise in bankruptcy filings occurred during the 1990s, with the filing rate per adult doubling between 1989 and 1998.
Finally, both years correspond to similar points in the business cycle (i.e. well into expansions and roughly 2 years before
recessions) which controls for cyclical trends.
39. Given our focus on delinquency, we examine working age households (i.e. households with a head whose age
is 65 or less) with a net worth (and financial assets) of less than five million in 1989. To control for inflation, we scale
our net worth (and financial assets) cut-off for later years by inflation.
40. We differ from Johnson (2007) in our focus on bank-issued cards (she includes other cards such as store and
gasoline cards) and the explanatory variables in the probits. We focus on bank cards since bank cards issuers were heavy
users (and innovators) of IT-intensive contract design, and bank cards are more widely used for short term borrowing
than gas and store cards which typically have low credit limits. This is reflected in Table 4, where bank cards account for
most credit card debt.
41. We include dummies variables for high (low) DSR and liquid assets since Johnson and Li (2010) find a nonlinear impact of these variables on borrowing limits. See the Supplementary Appendix for further details, as well as for
the results of a similar exercise for 1995.
42. The ownership rates differ slightly from Table 3 since we focus on households whose head is 65 or less with
net worth less than 5 million in 1989 dollars.
43. Our conclusion that “new” credit card borrowers had riskier observable characteristics is consistent with
Black and Morgan (1999) and Johnson (2007).
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TABLE 4
Characteristics of bank card holders, SCF

Characteristics

57.0
68,019.8
262,001.5
0.19
57,540.7
1,449.7
470.3
75.5
42.4
8.8
44.3
71.1
16.1
13.5
NA
2.7

1989
Noncardholders
43.0
26,403.9
66,885.6
0.14
14,687.4
0
132.7
42.0
39.7
30.8
12.6
47.9
41.2
9.7
–
11.4

1998
All
cardholders
69.5
65,309.8
260,780.0
0.22
69,508.0
2,494.7
438.1
74.0
43.2
6.0
45.9
68.2
17.4
13.7
14.4
5.5

1998
“Existing”
56.9
72,425.7
302,589.5
0.22
79,099.5
2,664.4
423.4
78.1
43.9
3.4
50.2
73.3
13.7
14.4
14.1
3.8

1998
“New”
12.5
33,053.1
71,256.0
0.19
26,029.0
1,725.2
504.5
55.4
40.3
17.9
26.0
44.9
33.9
10.2
15.4
13.3

1998
Noncardholders
30.5
23,420.9
45,282.4
0.17
17,990.8
0
191.0
37.0
38.9
29.0
12.1
46.6
41.6
8.1
–
11.4
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Fraction HH
Income
Net worth
DSR∗
Debt
Bank CC Bal∗
Store CC Bal∗
Own home
Age (HH head)
No HS degree∗
College degree
Married
Minority*
Self-employed
CC IR∗
Delinquent

1989
All
cardholders

∗ DSR = Debt Service Ratio, CC = credit card, IR = interest rate, HS = high school,
Minority = Black, Hispanic or Other Race. Source: Authors’ calculations based on SCFs. Values for 1989 are expressed
in 1998 dollars using the CPI. Figures are averages using population weights, and rates are as a fraction of the sample:
households whose head is between 20 and 65 with a net worth of less than 5 million.

1998. Overall, the average real balances of all cardholders increased by nearly 50% from 1989
to 1998.
6.3. Increased risk-based pricing
A third key prediction of the model is that more contracts should be accompanied by better riskbased pricing. To see whether credit card interest rates reflect household risk more accurately, we
compare the SCF distribution of interest rates for households who report being 60 days late on at
least one debt payment (delinquents) to non-delinquents. While the distributions for delinquents
and non-delinquents are nearly identical in 1983 (Figure 7A), by 2001 the delinquent interest rate
distribution has shifted to the right of non-delinquents (Figure 7B). This suggests that interest
rates have become more closely related to borrowers’ default risk.
Several recent papers document similar findings. For example, Edelberg (2006) combines
data from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) and the SCF, and finds that lenders have
become better at identifying higher risk borrowers, and have made increased use of risk-based
pricing. The timing coincides with the observation that in the late 1980s some credit card banks
began to offer a wider variety of credit card plans “targeted at selected subsets of consumers, and
many charge[d] lower interest rates” (Canner and Luckett, 1992).44
7. THE NEW CARDHOLDERS AND THE RISE IN BANKRUPTCIES
While the rise in credit card debt is often cited as a key cause of the surge in consumer bankruptcies
(e.g. see Mann, 2006 and White, 2007), the quantitative importance of the extension of cards to
new (riskier) borrowers is not widely accepted. Instead, many economists argue that bankruptcies
44. Furletti and Ody (2006) report credit card issuers have also increased fees on riskier borrowers.
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TABLE 5
Delinquency rates, SCF
Group
All
All cardholders
Existing
New
No Card

1989
6.4
2.7
2.7
11.4

1995

1998

6.5
3.9
3.3
7.3
11.9

7.3
5.5
3.8
13.3
11.4

Source: Authors’ calculations based on SCFs. Rates are as a fraction of the
(population weighted) sample: households under 65 with a net worth of less
than $5,000,000.
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rose primarily due to an intensive margin channel of low-risk borrowers taking on more debt (e.g.
Narajabad, 2012 and Sanchez, 2012), or to a fall in the cost of bankruptcy (often labelled stigma,
see Gross and Souleles, 2002).
To quantify the contribution of the “new” credit card borrowers to the rise in bankruptcy,
we build on our decomposition of new versus existing borrowers in Section 6.2. For reasons
discussed in Section 6.2, we focus on the 1989–1998 period and use 60-day delinquency as a
proxy for an increased risk of bankruptcy.
As an initial estimate of the new cardholder contribution, we compare the delinquency rates
for five groups of borrowers: all, all cardholders, existing cardholders, new cardholders, and
households without a card (see Table 5). As in Section 6.2, we divide cardholders into “new” and
“existing” cardholders based on the likelihood of households having a card in 1989. The (SCF
sample) delinquency rate rose by 0.9 percentage points (from 6.4% to 7.3%) between 1989 and
1998, while the delinquency rate for borrowers without a bankcard was unchanged at 11.4%. This
suggests that the rise in delinquency was driven by cardholders. Existing cardholders account
for roughly 70% of the rise in delinquency: they are 57% of the sample population (Table 4)
and their delinquency rate increased from 2.7 to 3.8 percent, which implies a 0.63 percentage
point rise in the aggregate delinquency rate. The remaining (roughly) 30% is attributable to the
new cardholders—a contribution of more than double their population share (12.5%). At 13.3%
in 1998, the delinquency rate of new cardholders was 1.9 percentage points higher than that of
households without a card, so that new cardholders contributed 0.24 (= 1.9·0.125) to the 0.9 rise
in the delinquency rate.
While suggestive, this calculation does not control for the expected delinquency of new
cardholders had they not held a bank card. To address this, we compute the predicted delinquency
of cardholders. We estimate a probit of delinquency status on household demographics,
income, assets and debt measures using the 1989 SCF (see Supplementary Appendix). Using
the coefficients from 1989, we compute the predicted delinquency rates for 1998 and the
counterfactual delinquency rate of the new cardholders had they not gained access to credit
cards. The predicted rate for the new cardholders in 1998 is 13%, somewhat lower than their
actual level of 13.3%. The counterfactual delinquency rate of these households had they not held
credit cards (with their debt level and DSR correspondingly lower) is 11.5%. Accordingly, one can
attribute a rise in the expected probability of delinquency of roughly 1.5 percentage points (13%
- 11.5%) to the extension of cards. Since new cardholders comprise 12.5% of the population, this
estimate implies that the extensive margin accounted for over a fifth (= 0.125·1.5/0.9) of the rise
in delinquencies between 1989 and 1998.
In contrast to the conventional wisdom, our analysis finds the extension of credit cards to
“new,” riskier borrowers to be quantitatively important, accounting for between a fifth and a
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third of the rise in defaults.45 To evaluate the role of increased debt (i.e. the intensive margin)
and lower default costs (stigma) in accounting for the remaining 70%, we conduct a similar
counterfactual for existing cardholders (see Table 10 in the Supplementary Appendix). Using
the 1989 regression coefficients to predict 1998 delinquency risk, we find a negligible role for
changes in demographics or debt, as the predicted delinquency level is 3% (slightly higher than
in 1989). Interestingly, our analysis is consistent with Gross and Souleles (2002) who found that
observed default probabilities in a sample of credit card accounts from June 1995 to June 1997
jumped, even controlling for household risk measures such as the credit score.
Our interest in underlying trends during the 1990s, combined with an attempt to control for
business cycle effects, led us to focus on 1989 and 1998. The importance of controlling for
cyclical effects can be seen in Figure 1, as bankruptcies first peak and then decline after the 1991
recession.46 A similar pattern holds for delinquencies, as the (population) delinquency rate in
the SCF in 1995 was only slightly above 1989’s (Table 5). Do the predictions of our model for
the extensive margin hold in 1995? At first glance, the answer appears to be no. Replicating our
procedure to sort cardholders into new and existing groups, we find a much lower delinquency rate
for new cardholders (at 7.3%) than in 1998. A closer look, however, suggests that cyclical factors
(and relatively new accounts) are important. Using the coefficients from the 1989 delinquency
regression, the predicted delinquency rate for the new cardholders is 13.5%, well above the
actual level of 7.3%. In other words, the observable characteristics of the new cardholders in
1995 suggests that their delinquency rate was likely to rise—consistent with the subsequent rise
in delinquency and bankruptcy (Figure 1).47
A potential concern is that 60-day delinquencies (our proxy for bankruptcies) may overstate
the contribution of the extensive margin. Although delinquency is correlated with bankruptcy,
the percentage rise in delinquencies is smaller than the rise in filings during the 1980s and 1990s.
White (2007) and Livshits et al. (2010) summarize empirical work finding that bankrupts in
the late 1990s tended to have lower income relative to the median household than bankrupts
in the early 1980s. Given that the new cardholders tended to have lower income than existing
cardholders, the new cardholders may well have had an even larger role in accounting for the rise
in bankruptcies than delinquencies.

8. CONCLUSION
Our findings support the view that financial innovations, based on improved information
technology, in the credit card market were a critical factor in the rise in unsecured borrowing and
bankruptcies during the 1980s and 1990s. The model analysed in this article predicts that financial
innovations lead to more credit contracts, with each contract targeted at smaller groups, and to
the extension of credit to riskier households. As a result, financial innovations lead to higher
aggregate borrowing and defaults. We find that these predictions are remarkably consistent with
changes in the aggregate and cross-sectional pattern of borrowing and defaults in the U.S. since
the late 1980s.

45. Recent work by Corbae and Quintin (2015)—who find that “new” mortgage holders were an important
contributor to foreclosures during the financial crisis—also emphasizes the extensive margin.
46. Delinquency (bankruptcy) rates rise during recessions and then fall in the early years of an expansion before
rising again (Fieldhouse et al., 2013).
47. Although we examine bankcards, our results are broadly consistent with Johnson (2007) who finds that
new cardholders also had high delinquency rates. However, our conclusions on the extensive margin differ from
Black and Morgan (1999). This largely reflects their focus on the change in delinquency in the SCF between 1989
and 1995.
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Our stylized model provides three channels (i.e. increases in α, decreases in χ or q̄) via which
“sufficiently large” financial innovations could contribute to the rapid rise in bankruptcy and
credit card borrowing during the 1980s and 1990s (Figure 1). While we view all three channels
as stemming from the same underlying force—improved information technology—they differ
in their implications for overhead costs and default rates. Based on these varying implications
and the empirical evidence, we conclude that it is unlikely that any single channel was the sole
driving force.
The available data on aggregate overhead costs suggest that lower fixed costs are unlikely
to have been the only factor at work. The model predicts that reductions in the fixed cost lower
overhead costs as a percent of borrowing, while improvements in signal accuracy or reduced
costs of funds lead to higher overhead costs. The closest empirical analog to overhead costs is
the ratio of non-interest costs to total assets. Berger (2003) reports that non-interest costs of U.S.
commercial banks rose from roughly 3% of total assets in the early 1980s to 3.5% by the mid1990s. This is consistent with reduced funding costs or with more accurate risk assessment, but
not with lower fixed costs.
Similarly, improvements in signal accuracy have ambiguous effects on bankruptcies per
debtor. Such improvements may lower bankruptcies per borrower, as misclassification of highrisk borrowers into low-risk types is reduced, thus lowering the average bankruptcy risk of
borrowers. Since bankruptcy and delinquency rates of credit card holders increased during the
1980s and 1990s, we find it unlikely that improvements in signal accuracy were the sole driving
force. Finally, increased securitization does not appear to be the main driving force either. To get a
large increase in bankruptcies through this channel, the cost of funds must decrease substantially.
However, not all credit lenders adopted securitization of credit card receivables as a funding
source, which suggests that it did not have a large impact on funding costs. Summarizing, our
interpretation is that the most likely scenario is that all channels were simultaneously at play.
Quantifying the contribution of each channel is left for future work.
Finally, our analysis suggests that interpretations of the unsecured credit market using a
“standard” competitive framework may be misleading. We find that even a small fixed cost of
creating a lending contract can lead to significant deviations from the predictions of the standard
competitive framework. Incorporating fixed costs into a quantitative model could be a promising
avenue for future research.
APPENDIX
A. VERIFYING EQUILIBRIUM UNDER INCOMPLETE INFORMATION
To verify that the allocation we have characterized is the equilibrium for a given set of parameter values, we need to
check that a potential entrant cannot make positive profits by cream-skimming misclassified borrowers (by offering them
(q ,L  )—a smaller risky loan with a better interest rate).
The most profitable potential deviation makes the best customer indifferent between (q ,L  ) and the risk-free
contract.48 Without loss of generality, u1 (q ,L  ) = u1 (q,γ yl ), which implies
L =

q̄−β
γ yl .
q −β

(A.1)

Equation (A.1) establishes a simple relation between q and L  . The search for the most profitable deviation then amounts
to searching over all possible q . A single smaller risky loan may attract borrowers from a number of bins, and we thus
have to calculate (and sum over) the profits generated from each of the equilibrium bins [σ n ,σ n−1 ), for n = 2,...,N.
It is important to note that any contract that attracts misclassified borrowers necessarily disrupts the existing contract

48. Keeping the loan size fixed, any lower price would imply losing the best and most numerous customers, while
any higher price would be leaving too much surplus to borrowers.
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(into which these borrowers were misclassified). To see this, consider a contract (q ,L  ) with L  < γ yh and q > qn , which
attracts borrowers with ρ  > ρ̂n . Since ρ  prefers this contract to the risk-free contract, so will every borrower with ρ < ρ  ,
including ρ̂n . Since ρ̂n is indifferent between the risk-free contract and (qn ,γ yh ), she strictly prefers (q ,L  ) to the existing
contract (qn ,γ yh ).
Thus, for a given q , and existing bin [σ n ,σ n−1 ) served by (qn ,γ yh ), we have to consider two possible scenarios. First,
the disruption to the existing contract may be small enough that the incumbent lender chooses not to exit the market. This
happens when incumbent’s profit loss is smaller than χ . Secondly, if the profit loss from losing the best (misclassified)
customers is larger than χ, the incumbent lender will exit. Anticipating this scenario, the entrant offers a replacement
contract (qn ,γ yh ) to (correctly labelled) customers with σ ∈ [σ n ,σ n−1 ) in order to prevent them from applying for the
(q ,L  ) contract, which would make it unprofitable. If the entrant is unable to offer such a replacement contract, the entrant
will avoid dealing with the bin [σ n ,σ n−1 ) by setting the eligibility requirement of the (q ,L  ) contract to σ = σ n−1 .
We provide the details of the numerical implementation in the Supplementary Appendix.
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B. WELFARE
Welfare is increasing in q̄ and decreasing in χ with perfect information (α = 1). We show this in two steps: first, we argue
that a change in χ or q̄ which induces the entry of a new contract increases welfare. Secondly, we show that welfare also
increases “locally” (i.e. when N does not change) for small changes in χ and q̄.
Lemma B.1. Consider the point (set of parameter values) where a new contract is added; i.e. where the equilibrium
allocation switches from N to (N +1) contracts.49 Welfare is strictly higher in the allocation with (N +1) contracts than
with N contracts. That is, welfare is strictly higher in the right limit with respect to q̄ than in the left limit. And the welfare
is strictly higher in the left limit with respect to χ than in the right limit.
Proof. Since the introduction of the (N +1)th contract leaves all other contracts unchanged, the only borrowers affected
are those served by the (N +1)th contract. Since every borrower who takes up this contract strictly prefers the risky
contract to the smaller risk-free loan,50 and none of the other borrowers are affected, the (N +1)th contract increases
aggregate welfare. 
Theorem B.2. Welfare is everywhere decreasing in χ .
Proof. Note that the number of equilibrium contracts is weakly decreasing in χ , and that adding new contracts increases
welfare (Lemma B.1). Taking the derivative with respect to χ and assuming that N remains fixed (i.e. local effect) :


∂W
θ N(yh −yl )γ (q−β)
β(yh −yl )
=
− N +N 2 −N 2
∂χ
2χ
yh q


θ(yh −yl )γ (q−β)
β(yh −yl )
= −N 1−
+N 1−
.
2χ
yh q
To establish that welfare is everywhere decreasing in χ , we need to show that

 ≡ 1−



θ (yh −yl )γ (q−β)
β(yh −yl )
+N 1−
> 0.
2χ
yh q

49. More precisely, consider a set of parameter values such that a) equilibrium has (N +1) contracts, and b) smallest
decrease in q̄, increase in χ or increase in α that generate an equilibrium with N (or fewer) contracts.
50. The only possible exception would be the type σ N borrower, who would have been indifferent, but we adopt
the convention that this borrower is accepted into the Nth contract.
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(yh −yl )(q̄−β(1+θ ))
(q̄yh −β(yh −yl ))θ
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h −yl )(q̄−β(1+θ ))
, and thus N > (y(q̄y
−β(y −y ))θ −1. Since the last term is positive, this further implies
h

h

l



 > 1−



(yh −yl )(q̄−β(1+θ ))
θ(yh −yl )γ (q−β)
+
−1
2χ
(q̄yh −β(yh −yl ))θ

1−

β(yh −yl )
yh q



= 1−



θ γ q̄yh
β(yh −yl )
(yh −yl )(q̄−β)− q̄yh θ
(yh −yl )(q−β)+
1−
q̄yh 2χ
(q̄yh −β(yh −yl ))θ
yh q

= 1−

(yh −yl )(q−β) (q̄yh θ −(yh −yl )(q̄−β))(q̄yh −β(yh −yl ))
−
q̄yh θ
(q̄yh −β(yh −yl ))θ yh q

= 1−

q̄yh θ
(yh −yl )(q−β) q̄yh θ −(yh −yl )(q̄−β)
−
= 1−
= 0.
q̄yh θ
θ yh q
θ yh q
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Theorem B.3. Welfare is everywhere increasing in q̄.
Proof. The number of equilibrium contract is weakly increasing in q̄, and adding new contracts increases welfare
(Lemma B.1). To establish the marginal effect of changes in q̄ for fixed N, we differentiate our expression for welfare
θ
(equation 5.5) with respect to q̄, and use ∂θ
∂ q̄ = − 2q̄ :
∂W 
Nθ
= yl +Nθ (yh −yl )−(yh −yl )(q̄−β(1−Nθ ))
∂ q̄
2q̄


1 β
= yl +Nθ (yh −yl ) 1− + (1−Nθ )
2 2q̄


1 β
= yl +Nθ (yh −yl )
+ (1−Nθ ) > 0.
2 2q̄
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